The mobile ad-hoc networks are vulnerable to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. MANET has features like self organizing, working as router as well as host having dynamic topology. In MANET, nodes have limited resources like bandwidth, battery power and storage capacity. Gray hole attack is a kind of denial of service (DoS) attack in mobile ad hoc networks. It is specialized type of black hole attack which changes its state from honest to malicious and vice versa. Gray hole attack is an event that degrades the overall network's performance by intentional malicious activity. In this paper, it is proposed the mechanism against gray hole attack and improves the network performance interms of throughput, packet drop rate, packet delivery ratio and normalized routing overhead.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile ad hoc networks are multi-hop temporary wireless network. It is dynamically formed amongst group of mobile hosts/nodes having wireless connectivity. It has different characteristics such as lack of centralized administration, distributed cooperation, changing topology without any existing infrastructure or backbone. Without fixed router or access point wireless nodes communicate with each other nodes acts as host as well as router. They communicate with each other within the radio range through wireless links. There are many research issues in MANET such as routing, power management, bandwidth management, radio interface and security issues. The applications of mobile ad hoc networks such as tactical networks, emergency services, commercial and civilian environments, home and enterprise networking, education, entertainment etc [1] [2] . This paper presents the solution to gray hole attack and improves the performance of the network. The paper is organized like section 2 discusses about related work on routing protocol security, section 3 discusses about AODV protocol, section discusses 4 about gray hole attack, section 5 proposed mechanism, section 6 simulation and finally section 7 concludes the paper and future work.
RELATED WORK
J. Sen proposed a mechanism for detection of gray hole attack [3] . This mechanism requires four steps. In neighborhood data collection, Data Routing Information (DRI) table store data forwarding information, DRI table contains node number, from and through bits, ratio of request to send (RTS) to clear to send (CTS) and check bit. From stands the information on routing data packets from the node, through stands for information on the routing data packets through the node.DRI In global alarm raising module, it is sending alarm message to the all nodes in the network. This module is related to the gray hole attack detected by the cooperative anomaly detection algorithm. In this method, overhead of malicious node detection is high and speed of gray hole attack increases.
S. Kurosawa proposed an algorithm for detection scheme using dynamic learning method [4] . The training data is updated regular time interval. Destination sequence number is considered to detect the black hole attack. It is rise when the number of connections increases. The average of the difference between the Dst_seq_number in RREQ message and the number held in the list are calculated for each time slot. This method is not detecting the gray hole attack. As per the higher sequence number of the node entered in blocked list even the node is not malicious.
G. Xiaopeng proposed the detection scheme against gray hole attack [5] . It consists of three algorithms which are creating proof algorithm, the check up algorithm and the diagnosis algorithm. In creating proof algorithm, the source nodes are creating proof which is based on aggregate signature algorithm for received message. In check up algorithm, the source node suspects the malicious node. Reliability is good. Bidirectional links are not required. Security is satisfactory and bandwidth overhead is low. In diagnosis algorithm, the evidences are getting from the check up algorithm, it finds the malicious node. This mechanism is not detecting all malicious nodes.
S. Banerjee proposed a solution for detection and removal of chain of cooperative black hole and gray hole attack [6] . In this solution, all nodes monitor to each other. This mechanism examines against AODV protocol. Due to monitoring network it has high overhead and also consumes more energy for monitoring. Detection process for malicious node is slow.
DPRAODV solution checks to find Route Reply (RREP) packet sequence number which is higher than the threshold value [7] . It uses the concept of dynamic learning method, in which threshold value is dynamically updated through simulation [6] . If RREP sequence number is higher than the threshold value, then the node is suspected to be malicious and it will add in blocked list. It sends ALARM packet to the neighbors informing about malicious node. This protocol takes higher routing overhead due to ALARM packets. This modified protocol does not detect gray hole attack.
J. CAI proposal is based on cross layer design for detecting black and gray hole attack [8] . It is used two counters, collisionPktNum and noncolPktNum which are added in 802.11 protocols. Collision rate is calculated. The probability of node overhearing the next hop's forward action is calculated using overhear rate. The probability of collision calculated using Accumulated Collision Rate (ACR). The performance is evaluated interms of network throughput, false positive probability. It is evaluated in the grid simulation environment and random simulation environment. 
AODV Routing Protocol
AODV is reactive hop-by-hop routing protocol. It is based on Bellman-Ford distance algorithm. AODV find the route from source to destination only on demand [10] [11] . AODV protocol has different processes like path discovery, route 
GRAY HOLE ATTACK
Black hole attack is kind of DoS attack where black hole node can attract all packets by pretending shortest route to the destination [12] [13] . It drops all traffic destined for that node when traffic is received by it. The effect of this attack completely degrades the performance of the network because the destination node never receives any information from the source. Gray hole attack is a specialization variation of black hole attack, where nodes switch their states from black hole to honest intermittently and vice versa. Detection of gray hole attack is harder because nodes can drop packets partially not only due to its malicious nature but also due to congestion. Figure 1 shows the gray hole attack. Detection is difficult because the node's nature is not stable, it can't predicted that when node will be malicious and when it will turn to normal node.9th node selects gray hole even node 2 has valid and shortest path to destination. 
PROPOSED MECHANISM
Proposed algorithm is to detect gray hole node and eliminate the normal nodes with higher sequence number to enter in black list. The algorithm calculates the peak value and checks whether reply packet sequence number is less than or not.
The parameters used to calculate the peak value are a) Routing table sequence number.
b) Reply packet sequence number.
c) Elapsed time of adhoc network which is analogous to current simulation time of simulator in simulation environment [14] [15]. Sequence number used in AODV protocol is 32 bit unsigned integer (2 32 ).This value is large enough so that maximum value will never reach. Continuous transmission upto 248 days at rate of 200 packets/sec would be needed to exhaust this series. Adhoc networks are temporary. It would not operate for long duration exhausting the series suddenly. When the node gets detected, it would not send any alarm packet. Hence it is reduces routing overhead. Every node maintains a data structure in their local RAM which acts as a black list cum FALSE REPLY list of the nodes in the network. FALSE REPLY is the replies which are detected as a fake from malicious i.e. black/gray hole. Depending on the number of FALSE REPLY from the node it decides to be black listed or not. Using this approach, gray/malicious node is added to black list and eliminates normal nodes to enter in black list.
The conditions to add in black list are. e.g. if only one false reply is detected from normal node, It would not add to black list. If the number of false reply is detected from malicious node it adds to the list.
Hence only one false reply does not add to list. It checks for the false replies from that node and then adds to black list.
Gray hole is a node switches from black to honest and vice versa. Whenever it switches to black, it will generate false reply which helps to detect it as a gray hole.
Also it give every node on attempt/chance before adding to black list, hence resources for gray hole for packet forwarding can be utilized to some extent when they are normal state.
a) In this technique, detection of malicious nodes (m-node)
is done during route discovery process. But the m_node is not black listed during first attempt of malicious activity. Whenever a malicious activity is detected by receiving node, it increases a false reply count for replying node in its local black list buffer (recv. node).
b) In this approach it makes 3 attempts of false reply to add a m_node in the black list. The attempts of false reply can be incremented as per scenario and elapsed time, node density. c) Black list is local for each node. Each node maintains its own black list buffer. Information of the list is never broadcasted to any other nodes. The black list is private to each node individually.
d) Each and every node use detection and black listing locally. Hence any m_node will not broadcast false alarm packet pretending that particular node is malicious node (even it is normal) to other nodes in the network. e) M_node is detected and black listed when receiving /source node detects malicious activity from replying nodes.
e.g.
If S detects 3 as m_node it will not propagate alarm to 2 & 4. When 2 detects as a m_node it will not propagate alarm to its neighbors. Hence, scanning and detection is locally done and information is not broadcasted reducing routing overhead. f) Gray holes are switching nodes from good to bad and vice versa. To detect them track has been kept on their switching activity.
Hence it has used false reply concept.
e.g. A]
S receives first false reply from node B B]
N is normal node which is not replying false reply packet.
C]
S receives second false reply from node B. Hence at 3 rd false reply from B, it is black listed by source node (S).
Algorithm for Gray Hole Attack
Step 1. Start (for each node which receives RREP).
Step 2. Check if a replying node has generated False_Reply_Count greater than False_Reply_Threshold if yes goto step 3, no goto step 4 Step 3. Black list the node, don't accept any RREP packet (discard) from this node further.
Step 4. Check if routing table sequence number is less than
reply packet sequence number. if yes goto step 6 no goto step 5 Step 5. Skip detection engine and goto step10.
Step 6. Calculate -Difference between routing table sequence number and route reply sequence (Diff.). Figure 2 shows the flowchart of recvreply function, figure 3 shows the execution the propose approach and figure 4 calculates the peak value. 
SIMULATIONS
We used simulation NS-2.35[16] having the simulation parameters shown in table I. 
Simulation Environments

Metrics
The metrics used to evaluate the performance of the mobile ad hoc networks are given. Throughput: It is defined as the amount of data transferred over the period of time expressed in kilobits per second (kbps). Packet Drop Rate: It is the ratio of the data lost at destinations to those generated by the CBR sources. The packets are dropped when it is not able to find the valid route to deliver the packets. Packet Delivery Ratio: It is the ratio of data delivered to the destination to the data sent out by source. Normalized Routing Overhead: It is the ratio of routing transmissions to the data transmissions in the simulations. The routing transmissions are RREQ,RREP, RERR etc.
Simulation Results
Performance of the AODV protocol is measured by varying the parameters in simulation like mobility, number of sources and number of mobile nodes. All the results are dependent on current position of nodes i.e. simulation scenario and may vary on next simulation because the gray hole is flashing between good and bad. Time and duration for the gray-node to be white or black have been kept variable in TCL script using random number generator (random time) over the total simulation time (e.g. 100 sec). When m_node is absent in network, on every simulation, results for normal aodv will be same. But AODV attack and AODV under solution may vary, Consider the below two scenarios 1. If random generator has assign long duration for white and short time for black. 2. Short time for white and long time for black. Hence the value obtained from trace file using awk will give different values on every simulation. But on every simulation result gray hole attack will be worst and solution against gray hole attack will be neighboring to normal aodv (without attack).
Average end to end under attack reduces as the packets are dropping as they are not sent to destination. Average end to end delay under solution is greater due to extra calculation of peak value. Reply Forward Ratio is high for the normal AODV. It becomes low under malicious attack on the MANET. Number of replies received by replying node is high for normal AODV. It becomes low under malicious attack. Simulation studies shows that the performance of routing protocols in terms of throughput, packet dropping rate and end-to-end delay strongly depends on network conditions such as mobility, traffic and number of nodes. Figure 5 , figure  6 , figure 7 and figure 8 shows the graph for throughput, packet drop rate, packet delivery ratio and normalized routing overhead vs. mobility respectively. Figure 9 ,figure 10, figure  11 and figure 12 shows the graph for throughput, packet drop [
Stop rate, packet delivery ratio and normalized routing overhead vs. number of sources respectively. Figure13,figure.14, figure. 15 and figure.16 shows the graph for throughput, packet drop rate, packet delivery ratio and normalized routing overhead vs. number of nodes respectively.
CONCLUSION and FUTURE WORK
In modified protocol, proposed approach uses effective way of providing security in AODV against gray hole attack. Proposed mechanism is to detect gray hole attack and eliminate the normal nodes with higher sequence number to enter in the black list. Effective decision making regarding black listing of nodes by keeping track on switching activity. Effective use of peak value and implementation of fresh approach of current elapsed time of adhoc network to make the proposed mechanism more efficient. It is not sending any alarm packets to other nodes when gray hole detected. Hence it is reducing extra routing overhead incurred by sending alarm packets.
As a future scope of this work, the false reply threshold value which is static in this paper can be made dynamic based on elapsed time and predicted time for existence of network. Also to find cooperative environment to protect from gray hole attackers.
